Manipulating the shape of distance effects in visual curve tracing: further evidence for the zoom lens model.
The time required to determine that two dots occur on the same curve in a visual display increases with increasing interdot curve distance. McCormick and Jolicoeur (1991) presented a model of visual curve tracing in which a local operator with a variable size receptive field tracks the curve segment intervening the two dots. In this model, human response time can be predicted by counting the number of shifts of the receptive field needed to trace the curve segment. The present study re-examined the predictive power of the zoom lens curve tracing model by selectively manipulating distractor proximity in four conditions and regressing the predictions of the model on human response time. The model was compared with two other curve tracing models, pixel by pixel tracing, and Jolicoeur, Ullman and MacKay's (1991) bipartite receptive field operator. The results provided strong support for McCormick and Jolicoeur's (1991) visual attention based zoom lens operator.